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Following up the annual plan from 1-1-up to 31-12-2013 

The audit offices achieved audit plan from 1-1-2013 up to 31-12-2013 by the 
efforts of 1670 employees. The FBSA has achieved the support plan for the 
period mentioned above by the efforts of 451 employees. 

Following up the plan inputs  

1.  The audit capacities  

A. According to the audit offices' tasks 

The actual use of audit capacities  reached to 461989 days / auditor in 
comparison with 450474 days /auditor that planned to be audited. The 
dropout rate was 34544 days/ auditor and the usage rate was (103 %.).  

Tasks  The 
planned 
capacities  

Task rate 
to total 
tasks % 

The 
achieved 
capacities  

The 
achievement 
rate to total 
tasks % 

The  rate of  
used 
capacities 
achieved/  
planned  

Legality audit  154319 34% 230303 50% 149% 
Performance 
evaluation  

206742 46% 158395 34% 77% 

Development 
tasks  

45078 10% 31397 7% 70% 

Consultative 
tasks  

4490 1% 4480 1% 100% 

Administrative 
tasks 

33121 7% 29232 6% 79% 

Audit 
management  

6724 2% 11182 2% 166% 

Total  450474 100% 461989 100% 94% 
 

B – FBSA Headquarters  

The total achieved capacities of the Board’s headquarters have reached to 
(90740) days /auditor with dropout rate (100%) , these capacities includes 
capacities of Following up and Audit Office and Legal Affaires Office as 
well as departments attached to the office of FBSA President , deputies 
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offices, Office of Studies and Technical Affairs as well as the 
Administration and Financial Office .    

2. The Auditees 

A. The central-  financed managements  by government  

    The audit offices are planned to audit 280 central government 
managements of the total main management which are 296 
managements with achievement rate reached to 94 %. 

B. The self-financed managements 

     The audit offices are planned to audit 493 central self-financed 
managements of the total main offices which are 656 with 
achievement rate reached to 75%. 

C. Sub-managements 

    The audit offices are planned to audit 888 sub-managements of total 
auditee sub managements which are 1108. The achievement rate is 80 
%. 

3. The dropouts in capacities  

    The dropout in capacities is 42905 days/ auditor due to the given 
leaves (either sick or usual leaves), retirement or leaving work.   

*The planned and used capacities  

    The audit capacities are the planned and used capacities for audit 
offices only. The FBSA audit task capacities were separated and 
presented in the following up audit support plan which represent the 
administrative, technical, consultative and developmental tasks for all 
FBSA departments and offices in terms of inputs and outcomes (see 
the attachment of follow-up support plans form). 
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4. Following up the work plan outcomes  

A - The audit offices achieved 7356 reports during the year compared to 
what was planned that reached to 7084, with achievement rate (104%).  
 
B – Accumulated final accounts  
     The audit office achieved (376) accumulated final account comparing to 
707 planned accumulated account. The achievement rate 53% and the details 
are illustrated below:  
 
First – (46) accumulated final account for governmental administrations   
compared to (120) planned. The achievement rate reached to 38 %, the low 
achievement rate in these accounts due to the reluctance of auditee to submit 
their statements as will be mentioned later.  
 
Second – 330 final accounts achieved for self-financed offices compared to 
587 planned with achievement rate reached to 56%.  
 
C – Final account of the year under follow - up  
 
The audit office achieved 483 final accounts compared to 849 planned 
accounts with achievement rate reached to 57%, and the details are 
illustrated below:  
 
First: 228 final accounts have been achieved for the governmental 
administrations compared to 296-planned account with achievement rate 
reached to 77% . 
 
Second- 255 final account achieved for self-financed administration 
compared to 553 planned report with achievement rate reached to 46%.  
 
D – The audit offices achieved 651 reports on works results compared to 787 
planned reports with achievement rate reached to 83% . 
 
E - The audit offices achieved 383 periodic reports compared to 516 planned 
reports with achievement rate reached to 74%. 
 
F- Achievement rate in performance evaluation reached to 12%, as the audit 
offices achieved 67 reports compared to 558 planned reports, the decrease in 
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this rate is due to directing the audit capacities towards contracts and their 
performance reflected negatively on performance evaluation.   
 
G – Inspection visits / the achieved reports of inspection visits 279 report 
compared to 550 planned reports with achievement rate 51%  
 
H – Contracts achievement rate is 147%. The audit offices achieved 4391 
report compared to 2982 planned report.  
 
I – in addition to what was mentioned earlier, FBSA achieved 726 reports in 
other fields  represents by lists of travel , delegation of special ranks and the 
reports of special tasks and others by audit offices and departments .  
 
J – Following-up results did not show any activity in the audit office of 
social activity and that because the office took over its work functions in 
September of that year. The achieved reports reached to 33 reports, most of 
them were about contracts, inspection visits and works results, and the final 
accounts of this office appeared in following-up the other central offices.   
 
K – The outputs of offices at FBSA’s headquarters have represented as 
follows:  

1-  72 study and research  
2- 4131 consultations and technical opinion, (803) of them belong to 

office of studies and technical affairs and other consultation 
distributed between following up and audit office and legal office.  

3- Numbers of report  examined by the deputies reached to 1625 report , 
and 1732 issued report  

4- Total number of letters and correspondences reached to 8787 
correspondence 

5- 1418 translated books and articles.  
L - The achievement rate of audit reports is reduced from what was planned 
in some audit offices due to the delay of auditee management in submitting 
their data in the specific periods according to the requirements of financial 
statements preparation. This is contrary to the general secretariat of council 
of ministers circulation no. 21399 on 13-6-2013, and the number of non–
submitted final accounts 102 account,   as showed in the table below: 
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The statement of managements are not submitted their financial statements up to 
31/12/2013 

Ministry name Governorate The 
financial 

year 

Office name 

Trade  Baghdad  2012 state company for foodstuff 
trading  

Finance  Baghdad  2012 The final account of republic of 
Iraq   

Industry  Baghdad  2005-2012 Altarik  state company  
Baghdad  2009-2012 Alfidah state company  
Baghdad  2011-2012 Okba ben nafee state company  
Baghdad  2009-2012 Alkarama  state company  
Baghdad  2009-2012  Al rabeea’ state company 
Baghdad 2004-2012  Bader state company 
Babel  2004-2012  Al-Rasheed state company 

High Education and 
Scientific Research  

Basrah  2011-2012 Al Iraq university  

Defense  
 

Baghdad  2011 Defense ministry  

Council of Ministers  Baghdad  2011-2012- Iraqi Haja and Umrah 
commission   

Baghdad  2012 Inspector general office of 
political prisoners foundation  

Baghdad 2012  Inspector general office of 
martyrs foundation 

Culture  Baghdad 2012 state company for cinema and 
theaters   

Municipalities and 
Public Works  

Nineveh  2012  Mousel municipality directorate  

Iraqi red crescent  
society 

Baghdad  2008-2012 Iraqi red crescent  society  

Mixed  sector  Baghdad 2010-2012 International smart card 
company  

Baghdad 2012 Baghdad company for cars 
services   
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Sunni endowment 
Diwan  

Baghdad  2002-2012  Zakat and charities fund/Sunni 
endowment  

Baghdad  2004-2012   Fund investment and 
management commission /Sunni 
endowment  

Shi’a endowment 
diwan  

Baghdad  2003-2012 Al rawda Al kahdimiea  

Arab company  Wasit  2009-2012  Aldujailah Iraqi-Jordanian 
company  

Agriculture  Baghdad  2004-2012  Sanhareeb company for modern 
irrigation techniques   

 
• Department of specialized performance evaluation  
The performance evaluation department issued 37 reports for specialized 
audit compared to 45 planned reports with achievement rate reached to 82% 
during the year including the various specialized audit aspects and they are 
as follows: 
v Specialized audit team in environment (7 reports). 
v Specialized audit team in education issues (3reports). 
v  Specialized audit team in agriculture and irrigation issues (7 reports). 
v Specialized audit team in health issues (9reports). 
v Specialized audit team in engineering issues (11 reports). 

 
•   Support reports for performance evaluation  

The performance evaluation reports of support teams are (230) issued by the 
internal letters from audit offices in the following governorates: 

v Audit office of first region (33) support reports. 

v Audit office of second region (35) support reports.  

v  Audit office of third region (48) support reports.   

v Audit office of forth region (41) support reports.   

v Audit office of fifth region (33) support reports.   

v Audit office of sixth region (40) support reports.   


